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Hold that Note! Teaching the Pedal Point
Although it is one of the most ubiquitous devices in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
composition, the pedal (or organ) point remains a sorrowfully neglected topic in today’s 
undergraduate theory curriculum. Students entering a first- or even second-year class 
typically find the device at odds with their previous harmonic and analytical training, and 
many are unsure how to interpret it when they confront it in a piece. In addition, textbooks 
tend to treat the pedal point as an ancillary topic: while some consider it a type of ‘accented 
dissonance’ (Laitz 2011) or ‘rhythmic figuration’ (Aldwell et al 2010), others introduce it 
rather late in their books, only after issues of chromaticism have been addressed.
 This paper argues for a reassessment of the pedal point’s role in tonal pedagogy. After 
a brief survey of prominent textbooks, it uses three musical examples (Mozart’s ‘Eine kleine 
Nachtmusik,’ K. 525; Haydn’s Piano Sonata in Eb major, Hob. XVI: 52; and J.S. Bach’s Cello 
Suite in G major, BWV 1007) in order to demonstrate the fundamental importance of the 
pedal point in guiding students through a music analysis. Finally, it offers suggestions for 
incorporating the pedal point into both the theory classroom and into the broader course of 
study.

A short anecdote
Encountering a class of students at the Amsterdam Conservatory of Music is somewhat 
like watching a debate at a meeting of the United Nations. For one thing, no single 
nationality or music theory tradition predominates: it is a complex blend of musical 
talent emanating from practically all corners of the globe. For another, every student has 
his or her own story to tell about all the ‘theory they know’ from their previous schooling, 
whether from a secondary school, a special music academy, or even from a prior bachelor’s 
degree in music. One group I had was especially memorable: although it was a first-year 
course in tonal theory, almost all of the students had already received some education in 
harmony and form – some said they had one or even two years of training. When a piece 
of music was laid out to the assembly and the debate got going, then, none was shy to fight 
for his or her own point of view.
 When I first learned of such plurality, I decided to put the students’ abilities to the test 
with a short musical example. I presented the opening eight measures from the second 
movement of Mozart’s ‘Eine kleine Nachtmusik’ (K. 525). The goals were simple: for the 
students, it was to describe Mozart’s use of phrase structure and his use of harmony; for 
me, it was a chance to find out how the students not only analyzed music but how they 
thought about musical analysis in general. As expected, the solutions were as numerous 
and diverse as the students in the class. The result of one student is given in Example 1.
 While the student’s analysis of the period structure was correct, his harmonic analysis 
was, to put it mildly, a bit overdone. I asked how he felt analyzing such a simple passage with 
so many different harmonies, and he replied, ‘yes, I was a bit confused with the VII chord in 
measure one and the V chord at the end of measure two, but other than that it seems just 
fine to me’. I then suggested that something else might be at work, to which he replied: ‘Oh, 
right! It’s one of those…what do you call it…organ points! Well, my harmonic analysis still 
works, except for the VII and V chords.’ In a sense, his harmonic analysis did ‘work’, since 
every vertical sonority corresponded to the labels underneath, save two of them.
 Though one of the extreme examples, this student was not alone, for others in the 
class had given similar analyses. In their quest to stack every possible triad and seventh 
chord, they failed to see that a single harmony governed the opening three measures. And 
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even though they were subsequently prompted to consider the music as based on a pedal 
point, they still clung to their stacked harmonic interpretation, as though it truly was the 
final say on the passage. At one point in our discussion it was even suggested that I was 
absurd to propose a different analysis. This is shown in Example 2.
 As this example shows, instead of sixteen chords I presented just two in the opening 
four measures: a tonic (as a pedal point) and a dominant (as a cadential 6

4). Even at 
measure 3 when the bass changes briefly to B (the only other bass note of the passage), I 
decided not to use a new chord symbol but rather simply to describe it as a neighbor note 
to the tonic pedal. Needless to say, my analysis caused an uproar in the class. Completely 
unconvinced with my interpretation, the students insisted that what I was doing was not 
proper harmonic analysis but some kind of ‘voodoo magic’ (their words). Worse still, I was 
accused of taking the easy way out by not attempting to explain all the triads and seventh 
chords that were formed by the admitted pedal point. From this experience I began to ask 
myself a number of questions: was I expecting too much from the group? Had I loaded 
the deck by asking them to ‘describe Mozart’s use of harmony’? Were the students doing 
something they initially thought I would approve of? And, most worryingly of all, why 
were some so fluent with roman numeral- and figured bass notation but would not accept 
a simple tonic pedal point as a type of harmonic analysis?
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Example 1
A student’s analysis of Mozart, ‘Eine kleine Nachtmusik,’ ii, mm. 1-8.
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Teaching the pedal point
While it is by far one of the most common devices in tonal music, the pedal point (also 
known as the ‘organ point’) remains a sadly neglected and misunderstood topic in the 
theory classroom. Though students easily hear it when instructed to, they don’t know 
what to do when they have to analyze it – or better still, when they have to interpret 
its role in a piece. And, while some students may be able to blindly put down a roman 
numeral, figured bass symbol, or functional harmonic analysis on top of the pedal, this 
does not show whether they have in fact correctly understood its purpose in a given 
context. Students are not to blame for their confusion about the pedal point – it is the 
teachers who need to clarify its expressive and structural significance.
 In this paper I will address the role of the pedal point in tonal theory pedagogy, and 
will argue why teachers ought to give it far more attention than they often do. To do 
this, I will draw on three well-known musical examples that show the use of the pedal 
point in increasing complexity: the above-cited Mozart example; Haydn’s Piano Sonata 
in Eb major (first movement); and the Prelude to Bach’s Cello Suite in G major. In each 
case I will explain the implications the pedal point would have when teaching the piece 
to a class. Before we look at any musical examples, though, let us briefly examine how 
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Example 2
My analysis of Mozart, ‘Eine kleine Nachtmusik,’ ii, mm. 1-8.
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textbooks treat the pedal point, since they are often the teacher’s source of information 
and organization in a course.

What the textbooks say
A small sampling of harmony textbooks reveals the sheer variety of interpretations of 
the pedal point – it also demonstrates the multitude of places where one may find it in a 
book. Schenkerian-based texts generally treat the pedal point as an embellishment. For 
instance, the authors of Harmony and Voice Leading introduce it in a section entitled 
‘Elements of Rhythmic Figuration’ (Aldwell et al. 2010: 414-416); Steven Laitz briefly 
discusses it in The Complete Musician alongside other types of ‘Accented Dissonance’ 
(Laitz 2011: 220); and Robert Gauldin mentions it in passing in his Harmonic Practice in 
Tonal Music, within a chapter on ‘Melodic Figuration and Embellishment’ (Gauldin 2005: 
110). Schenker himself placed it in a later section of his Harmonielehre entitled ‘some 
corollaries of the theory of scale steps in free composition’ (Schenker 1954: 313-319).
 While Schenkerian texts generally view the pedal point as an embellishment, others 
treat it as a topic of advanced modulation and chromaticism. In his 1911 Harmonielehre, 
Arnold Schoenberg uses the pedal point as a way to modulate to what he calls the ‘Third 
and Fourth Circles Upward’—that is, as a way to modulate from C major/A minor to 
A major/F#  minor or E major/C#  minor (Schoenberg 1983: 209-218). Diether de la 
Motte’s Harmonielehre based on Riemannian functional harmony does not give the 
pedal point a separate section at all, and simply includes it in the course of his chapter 
on Viennese Classicism, modulation, and what he calls ‘slow harmonic introductions’ 
(De la Motte 2009: 156-159). And Dutch authors Ernest Mulder and Hennie Schouten, 
writing respective Harmonieleren in the 1940s and 50s, deal with the pedal point only 
after discussing issues of advanced chromaticism. Schouten in particular wastes no time 
in showing just how many chromatic chords one can squeeze into the simplest pedal 
point, as his first two examples demonstrate (Example 3).

But perhaps the most peculiar comment one can find on the pedal point comes from the 
composer Peter Ilyitch Tchaikovsky in his 1900 Guide to the Practical Study of Harmony. 
He opens his discussion of the pedal point with the following: ‘When in the course of 
a piece of music we have modulated so far from the main key that a mere prolonged 
cadence no longer suffices to impart to the main key its original significance, we employ 
the so-called organ-point.’ (Tchaikovsky 2005: 77).  In sum, there neither seems to be 

Pedal point on the tonic

Pedal point on the dominant

Example 3
Hennie Schouten, two examples of the pedal point (Schouten 2009: 118).
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consensus as to the significance or purpose of the pedal point, nor is it entirely clear 
where to place it in a textbook. If the textbooks have anything in common, it is that they 
all treat the pedal point as an afterthought, or at least as some sort of requisite addendum 
to their main task of teaching functional harmony. 
 Of course, the books mentioned above (plus others) offer many useful observations 
about the pedal point. Example 4 lists these observations. 

The pedal point’s significance, however, goes beyond what the bullet points in Example 
4 suggest. As I see it, the pedal point functions as a crucial form-generating and framing 
device of phrases, sections, and even whole movements.1 As an expressive musical 
technique it heightens the awareness of a sonority and signals large-scale functionality. 
Such an awareness enables students to think beyond the trappings of purely vertical 
harmonic analysis. Not only does it show them how different chords carry different 
weight, but it also demonstrates the rule of implication: how a note may exist even when 
not literally present. Three small musical examples demonstrate these aspects of the pedal 
point.

Three musical examples
We first return to the Mozart passage cited at the opening (refer back to Example 2), which 
shows the pedal point at the phrase level. As the example indicates, Mozart constructs both 
the antecedent and consequent with a tonic pedal: in the antecedent it moves directly to 
a half cadence, and in the consequent it tapers off in order to conclude with a functional 
cadential progression II6

5-V6
4-

5
3-I. In fact, labeling any more harmonies than these would 

distract us from experiencing the pedal point’s simple yet effective role. Thus having first 
heard, labeled, and discussed the pedal point in the context of the parallel period (with 
and without the score), the next thing to mention is not any harmonic progression but 
rather the linear motion of parallel tenths in the upper voices in mm. 1-4—how they 
first reach up (C/E–D/F–E/G) and then back down (A/C–G/B–F/A–E/G–D/F–C/E–B/D) 
to the half cadence. If we were to entertain the idea of a harmonic progression (after 
singing the parallel tenths along with the bass), we would begin with the neighbor note 
B in measure three. We would first observe that the bass pattern ^1-^

7-^
1 combined with the 

upper voice pattern ^
5-^

4-^
3 results in the progression I-V6

5-I, which omits the root of the 
V6

5 chord. Then we would turn back to the pedal in measures 1 and 2 and note how our 

1 The pedal point as a framing device in nineteenth-century repertoire is suggested in Alegant and McLean 

2007. Of the textbooks mentioned above, only Harmony and Voice Leading intimates the relationship between 

the pedal point and its framing function.

• Term derives from organ playing: one note holds, other voices move around it.
• Pedal point functions almost invariably as a tonic or dominant.
• Pedal point can be used in different voices: low, middle, and upper.
• A distinction is made when a note holds in the bass (a pedal) and when it holds in an upper voice 

(sustained tone/inverted pedal).
• Double pedal points using both root and fifth of a chord enhance the prominence of the pedal 

(some refer to this as the “bagpipe” effect).
• Pedal point requires at least two different harmonies: one consonant with the pedal tone, the 

other dissonant.
• Multiple harmonic successions may be created above a sustained pedal.

Example 4
Uses of pedal point mentioned in textbooks.
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linear understanding of the passage generates a simple harmonic paradigm: I-VII6  -I6  .  It 
turns out that our analysis student mentioned above was actually on the right track when 
he wrote ‘VII?’, though for entirely different reasons.
 The first movement to Haydn’s piano sonata in Eb major provides an example of the 
pedal point at the level of a formal section (See Example 5).2 

Here, the composer uses both tonic and dominant pedal points to frame the exposition 
to this sonata form. In the opening measures we hear a sweeping tonic pedal gesture 
with a special type of subsidiary harmonic progression—I-V7 /IV-IV-V7 -I, what Robert 
Gjerdingen has labeled the ‘Quiescenza’ (Gjerdingen 2007: 181-196). In the next three 
measures the tonic pedal continues to resonate, and after a short linear progression of 
parallel tenths in the outer voices and a cadence at m. 9 Haydn reiterates the Quiescenza 
(mm. 9-10) to close the primary area. A descending linear progression of sixths now 
links us to a pedal point at the end of the transition, a dominant pedal on F on the way to  
Bb major (mm. 14-16). Upon Bb’s arrival, the secondary area repeats the opening 
Quiescenza gesture (mm. 17-19). While it undergoes a number of twists and turns 
thereafter (a gold mine of musical details), the exposition closes with one last pedal 
point, as a post-cadential extension in Bb (mm. 40ff). The Haydn piece thus shows an 
accumulation of pedal points linked by linear progressions; it is both a formal building 
block and an expressive reference point.
 For a class learning the mechanics of sonata form, the Haydn sonata presents a 
genuine challenge. Haydn’s use of short, improvisatory gestures and his repetition of the 
opening idea at mm. 9-10 and again at mm. 17-18 will stifle many students, especially 
those committed to a ‘first theme-second theme’ approach. To be sure, many place the 
transition at m. 17 and the secondary area at m. 27. From a tonal perspective, of course, 
this is entirely wrong-headed, since the key of Bb major asserts itself unequivocally at  
m. 17 and is ushered in by three measures of dominant preparation. Though the pedal 
point itself is not a determinant of sonata form structure, its use in Haydn’s sonata is 
instructive in showing students the importance of large-scale tonal function, as it 
strengthens our awareness of the tonic and dominant areas. Hence, by following the pedal 
points from the outset, students will gravitate towards a tonal interpretation of the piece 
and will ultimately provide a more accurate account of this exposition.3

 While the Mozart passage showed how the pedal point can generate a phrase, and 
the Haydn example how it frames a sonata form exposition, we now turn to a case in 
which the pedal point structures an entire movement, the Prelude to Bach’s Cello Suite 
in G major (BWV 1007). As many know, pedal points have a particular importance in 

2 An annotated score of the opening nineteen measures can be found online at www.djmt.nl.

3 Much more can be said of the exposition to this movement. A detailed analysis of Haydn’s sonata can be 

found in Schenker 2004, 99-117. Also see Hepokoski and Darcy 2006, 49.
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Example 5
Haydn, Piano Sonata in Eb major, Hob. XVI/52 (simplified form chart showing pedal points).
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the construction of preludes.4 Bach was clearly aware of the pedal point’s expressive and 
formal capabilities, and employed them with varying degrees of subtlety. Since the form 
of a prelude is so variable, large-scale harmonic clues like pedal points and cadences are 
crucial for students attempting an analysis. Intriguingly, though, it can be argued that 
Bach’s G major Prelude has just one cadence: the authentic cadence in the tonic at the very 
end. It is thus the pedal point that becomes the key to unlocking the internal workings of 
this piece.
 Bach divides his Prelude into two parts: the first part (mm. 1-22) emphasizes a tonic 
pedal, and the second part (mm. 22-42) a dominant pedal.5 In the first part the tonic 
pedal is used as a framing device. It opens in a similar way to the Haydn example by using 
a subsidiary I-IV-V7 -I progression over the pedal (mm. 1-4). After brief tonicizations of D 
(6-10) and A (11-12), a rising bass D# -E-F# -G (13-16) turns us back towards G major—it 
returns as a V7 /IV chord but quickly regains tonic status, closing the first part just as it 
began (16-19).
 The use of the dominant pedal in the second part is even more remarkable. It begins 
with the note D in the upper voice over an unstable V4

2 chord at the fermata at m. 22. 
This is a crucial juncture in the prelude, for the note D now prevails for the rest of the 
piece as a pedal point, and is articulated at multiple points (mm. 25, 26, 28, 29). At m. 31 
D is joined with A as a double pedal point, and in a final sweeping gesture beginning at  
m. 37 it returns to a single pedal and initiates a chromatic run and cadential 64 to close the 
work. Even at places where there is literally no D present (like mm. 35-36) the dominant 
pedal’s effect is still strongly felt. With a keen awareness of the pedal point, then, students 
discover the means by which Bach can create immense drama in this relatively simple 
pattern prelude.

A final cri de coeur
Next to basic progressions of tonic and dominant, I would argue that the pedal point 
is one of the most fundamental devices in tonal music. Why, then, do textbooks and 
teachers alike typically neglect it? Two reasons come to mind. First, the pedal point seems 
so obvious that it need not be ‘taught’ but merely mentioned as a matter-of-course in 
a class. Second, pedal points do not suit our normal agendas, whether in harmony or 
analysis segments of courses. There, we focus either on writing functional progressions 
with good voice leading or on identifying a particular formal model (like a period or a 
sonata form). The pedal point, then, just finds no natural place, and given the enormous 
amount of material we wish to teach within such a small amount of time, it is quickly 
cast aside.
 Rather than treating it as an afterthought, the pedal point should be introduced at an 
early stage in the theory curriculum, alongside a discussion of the tonic and the dominant. 
Not only will this show students the sheer scope of tonality’s two basic harmonic functions, 
but it will also allow them to start thinking more readily about harmony as a local and 
global phenomenon—by introducing the pedal point early on, then, students confront 
perhaps the most vital aspect of tonal harmony. From there the pedal point can return 
at multiple points in the curriculum, since students will already have a sense of its basic 
function. This paper has offered three examples for which the pedal point becomes an 
integral part of an analysis: in a musical period, in a sonata form exposition, and in a 
pattern prelude. 
 In sum, the pedal point is not just an accompanying phenomenon to the scale steps, 
nor a topic of advanced modulation, but a fundamental harmonic and form-building 
device. While we may note it in passing, and all nod our heads in acknowledgement of its 

4 A further discussion of the importance of pedal points in preludes can be found in Brown 2005, 99-139.

5 Please refer to the annotated score online at www.djmt.nl.
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presence, this does not mean we have actually figured out its significance and function. I 
am certainly not arguing that the mechanics of functional harmony and voice leading are 
unimportant—that would be far overstating the case. What I am saying, though, is that in 
our efforts to stack triads and sevenths chords with students at all costs, we do a disservice 
to much of the music we purportedly seek to teach and elucidate. The pedal point enables 
students to get away from this unnecessarily microscopic approach, and it shows them 
how to see the bigger picture in a more nuanced way. So, in conclusion, I ask you to ‘hold 
that note’ and teach the pedal point.
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